
TORSIONALLY EXCITED DIMETHYL ETHER IN THE LABORATORY AND IN SPACEC. P. ENDRES, H. S. P. MÜLLER, F. LEWEN, T. F. GIESEN, S. SCHLEMMER, I. Physikalishes Institut,Universität zu Köln, 50937 Köln, Germany; B. J. DROUIN, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute ofTehnology, Pasadena, CA 91109-8099, USA; S. BISSCHOP, Center for Star and Planet Formation, Univer-sity of Copenhagen, DK-1350, Copenhagen, Denmark; P. GRONER, Department of Chemistry, University ofMissouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, MO 64110, USA.Dimethyl ether (DME) is highly abundant in hot ores and numerous transitions within the vibrational ground state have been detetedin various interstellar line surveys of soures suh as Orion KLa;b. As a nearly prolate asymmetri top with two internal rotors, it showsa omplex spetrum with low lying torsional modes. The energy levels of the two lowest torsional states (v11, and v15) lie only 200 and240 m�1 above the ground state (barrier height � 915 m�1), and are thus suf�iently populated in these interstellar soures to exhibittransitions in line surveys due to high exitation temperatures in hot ores. So far, the lak of suf�iently aurate preditions for thetwo lowest exited torsional states prevented their identi�ation in astronomial spetra. Therefore, we analyzed spetra, whih havebeen reorded within the ontext of the investigations of the ground state;d. In total, more than 9500 transitions have been assignedovering the frequeny range from 38 up to 1670 GHz. The enlarged splitting of eah rotational level into four substates (AA,EE,AE,EA) ompared to its size in the ground state and a large number of perturbed transitions hampered not only the line assignment butalso the astrophysial modelling. However, the inlusion of interation terms between both exited states in the model of an effetiveHamiltonian for a symmetri two-top rotor, allowed us to model both exited states within a global �t, and also to aurately determinethe energy differene between both states. Frequeny preditions have been alulated based on this analysis and have been used tounambiguously assign numerous rotational transitions within these exited states in the astronomial line survey of the hot ore regionG327.3-0.6.aP. Shilke, T.D. Groesbek et al., Astrophys.J.Suppl.Ser.,108,(1997) 301�337bP. Shilke, D.J. Benford, T.R. Hunter et al., Astrophys.J.Suppl.Ser.,132,(2001) 281�364P. Groner, S. Albert,E. Herbst, and F.C. De Luia, Astrophys. J.,500, (1998) 1059�1063dC.P. Endres, B.J. Drouin et al.,Astronom.Astrophys., 504, (2009) 635�640


